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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the role and influence of management practices and behaviour in successful small and medium
sized information technology enterprises (SMET), based on the comprehensive concept of Mintzberg 5Ps of strategy
(1992) [1]. The study employed a survey of 13 SMET with were examined on how closely they used best strategic
practices in their management and how it is related to SMET performance. The discussion and conclusions highlight
different ways of strategic thinking, the importance of the mutual trust and commitment between managers and employees. Specifically, we determine three elements whose greater exploration can lead to a deeper understanding of how
the strategic planning is influenced by the manager’s view, in order to encourage their competitiveness through market
environmental uncertainties.
Keywords: Small and Medium Business; Strategic Thinking; Information Technology

1. Introduction
Small and medium businesses have become important in
economic and social development [2], their main characteristics are: size, structure, culture and resource constraints, entrepreneur types of behaviour or attitudes towards risk; tend to opt for informal practices, have an ad
hoc entrepreneurial process and the management process
and cultural dimension [3,4]. To Westhead et al. [5], entrepreneurs have management based on flexibility and
share knowledge with their employees to reduce the market risks. In order to identify the type of product to be
produced, where and to whom it will be sold, and product features such as cost, customization, reliability and
delivery [6] of small and medium information technology
firms (SMET) prompt their strategy.
A considerable number of studies have been done to
understand “what managers really strategizing” [7,8].
These studies including human capital [9,10], employees
innovative behaviour [11-13], effective recruitment and
selection practices [14], a good training and development.
These issues are critical to support the strategic planning
to create superior performance or competitive advantage
through the process of transferring benefits from the
companies to their customers [13]. However, various
aspects related to SMET to avoid the strategic thinking:
fear of the weaknesses, lack of knowledge of the strateCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

gic planning process, fear to deal with market risks and
uncertainties.
Our study concentrates on managers in (SMET), as a
first step to elucidate their behaviour nature to develop
strategic planning based on the five P-propositions [1]:
Plan—This is a formal process or a course of action to
deal with a situation. The manager is analytical and has
ability to organize internal resources; Pattern—Is a stream
of actions, the manager develop skills among work strategies in the process of organizational learning; Position—Formal process to access excellence level to locate
the product or services in certain markets conditions. The
managers adjust their effort and skills; Perspective—The
manager act in accordance with external environments;
provide useful information to achieve external and internal environment goals; Play or Ploy—Way of handle
competitors and reduce the market threats, the manager
articulate the strategic and motivate their employees.
The main objective of this research is to analyse the
influence of SMET’s manager behaviour on the process
of strategic planning based on the theoretical framework
of five systematic P-propositions [1,15]. This descriptive
study of 13 SMET’s managers rests on Yin model [16].
The data sample collected between the years from 2009
to 2012, and a real name of SMETs will be preserved, we
denominate as “Case Study”. And, we link SMET manIB
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agement and their members to promote valuable ideas to
engage the innovation efforts [17] according to their innovative behaviour and internal incentives [18].

2. Literature Review
Innovation has concentrated on firms’ financial performance, organizational incentives [19-21] and on the generation of feasible ideas [12] relies on the creativity,
transfer and retention of knowledge of individuals [22].
These SMET members learn together [23] as learning
organization. They have different specialties and act like
a horizontal networks relationship to choose a course of
action [24], have a clear vision about their goals, and
communicate to interact [25]. However, the innovation
incentives have risk and unpredictable outcomes [26].
In this complex scenario, SMET must develop strategically to make the most effective use of its resources
and capabilities in order to remain competitive. To Sambamurthy et al. [27] there are three distinct “logics of
strategy” for SMEs: 1) positioning-to identify the forces
of the industry, firms seek profitability, and use an integrated system of activities focus on external forces without reinforcing internal activities; 2) leverage-firms try to
overcome the weakness by deploying their inimitable
resources and competencies to reach a stable position;
and 3) opportunity-ability to innovate and develop superior market intelligence using the strategic planning, it
builds strong external relationships, proper market responsiveness [28], and enable agility and flexibility [29].
Committing resources can be an indicator of the organisation’s strategic intent [30]. Training can affect these
organizations, because individuals skills and creativity
convert a new idea into a product or service, which customers need [31], towards meeting the organization’s
objectives in a more systematic and effective way [32].
SMET needs an effective means of monitoring their internal and external sources of opportunity to apply them
into managerial practice to build partnership with firms
having core competencies specializing in the other elements in the information technology chain: testing, production, marketing, distribution, and logistics or distribution.
Business partnerships combining or incorporating
complementary components in each chain participant.
This SMET characteristic is very complex, and requires
external variety of knowledge and expertise.

3. Methodology
This descriptive and explanatory case study uses a quailtative method of multiple-case studies [33,34]. It creates
theoretical constructs and propositions based on empirical evidence. Data were collected from semi-structured
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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interviews, questionnaires, analysis of company documents, media communications and observation [35] that
could prove or provide further explanations of the topics
of the interviews. The structure of the questionnaire addressed on nominal scale and open-ended questions with
the empirical events interpretation [35] on a set of 13
case studies of Brazilian SMET. We considered size, dynamic, capability perspective, exploratory and transformative learning in changed environments. As well as, the
strategic intent, since the leaders behaved differently
from the ways [15] trying to create a powerful goal since
individuals could share knowledge throughout the organization. All respondents are managers; each interview
lasted about 1 hour.
The protocol in this research relies on Yin model [17].
And the approach is based on Mintzberg 5Ps [14] to describe what really happens in information technology
organizations that tried to create successful strategic innovation. Therefore, we opted to make a pre-test questionnaire, using a pilot study with two managers that is
not part of our sample. As a result of the refinements in
this theoretical research validated and reduced researcher’s bias when interpreting the data. Accordingly, this
study adopts five dimensions, including culture, management, how the SMET members get the information,
employees relation and innovation performance, in the
construct of Mintzberg 5P strategic practices. The 5Ps
are not mutually exclusive, can show evidence of more
than one interpretation of strategy [14].

Data Sample
We observe the necessity to maintain SMET manager’s
effort on customer and market requirements. Each manager has a lot of daily routine functions, concentrate in
commercial, human resources, and financial areas. Supervising teams, managing people and teams, audit, quality management and technical assistance activities are not
attributed of these managers. SMET has heterogeneous
cognitive ability to leadership and formulate innovative
ideas. At the same time, it has difficulties to implement
the communication between managers and employees.
The group has an average age of 32 years, 15.38% occupy the position of IT manager and 84.62% are directors. The average age of the companies operated by them
is 13.1 years, and the time that these managers are working in these companies ranged from 1 to 22 months. The
current number of employees has average of 38 people
per SMET.
According to the SMET sample, 69.2% do strategic
planning: the managers, themselves, conduct internally
53.8% of this and 15.4% are out-sourced to consultants.
These SMET review the planning annually or quarterly.
IB
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The others, which do not develop strategic planning
(30.8%), because: are unfamiliar with the technique, time
priority to their customers; have internal structuring process. The main activities to develop strategic planning
are: 15.38% SWOT analysis, 23.08% drawing up of the
mission and vision and 61.54% controlling, monitoring
or implementing the strategy. About 76.92% of SMETs
analyse the market as following: 29.4% examining the
contact through correspondence with the directors, 29.4%
SMET search on web sites, 5.88% draw up a marketing
survey and 35.29% do it during the contact with clients.
Employees are not involved in strategic planning; but,
three of the companies consider this involvement fundamental.
The competitor analysis is performed by 69.3% of
these companies: 33% study market changes and 20.83%
from clients or competitor managers at events and meetings. The suppliers analysis is conducted by 53.8% of the
companies, and 46.15% of SMETs do not do, because
they are satisfied with the actual suppliers. However, in
companies that do supplier analysis, 36.84% ask thirdparties for recommendations, 5.26% experiment for a period, 5.26% consult a member of staff, 21.05% carry out
searches by phone. However, the stakeholders information is partly neglected, 53.8% consider the views of their
clients, 30.77% their competitors and 23.08% their suppliers and the market.

4. Minzterg Propositions of SMET
Strategy can be analysed by the manager’s view [36]. In
this sense, we compare characteristics of the SMET managers according to the strategic view of Mitzberg, to him
there are a large number of studies to prove that executive’s activities are characterised by brevity, variety and
discontinuity and strongly oriented to action, and no inclination for reflection activities [36,37]. Appendix 1
compare 5P Minzterg’ propositions of each case study.
The results show the mental evidence as a strategic perspective was that they expect that the organisation’s activities will follow from what was drawn up when planning according to the leadership style [14,36]. The development of strategic planning in the companies is not a
static process, since 92.31% of the respondents of them
analyse the market and use this to compose their market
such that the characteristic of improving the organization’s relationship with the market. Allied to this, SMET
identifies a set of strategic internal practices to elicit the
willingness and motivation of employees to engage them
to develop organizational expertise for business objectives [38] while contributing to improve the organisation’s relationship with its employees and promoting a
collective awareness. These factors give dynamism to the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

design a clear direction for a SMET’s market position,
and the possibility of constantly alternative strategies
changing, without losing the final goal established by the
SMET.
Information flown from executives suggests that they
are influenced by external sources and are defined as the
ability to organise people and resources to meet organizational objectives. But, Mintzberg [7,14] found that
most of managers not have enough time to think strategically, they lost their time doing routine activities, such
as calling, reading long reports, including ritual and ceremonies, trading and processing of small details that connect the organisation to its environment. However, the
stakeholders and employees information is neglected,
and some negative characteristics can contribute to
SMET becoming vulnerable to the market risks, such as:
lack of future vision; lack of time and resources, difficulty in establishing, monitoring and tracking the company’s goals; employees lacking commitment. The boundaries between the activities described will vary in each
company used as a case study, in some cases there was
the juxtaposition of functions due to the characteristics of
the organization itself. In this sense, strategic planning
becomes important for each organization.
The development of SMET strategic planning lies to
improve the organization’s relationship with the market
and with the future vision. SMET managers report that
have difficulty to monitoring and to controlling strategies
and their visions for stakeholders and employees [26].
Establishment of a shared ambition, development of collective identity and ability to give personal meaning,
managers have to prompt the organisation to be on better
strategic position. They claim mutual trust of SMET employees, vertical relationship between their superior and
subordinates and horizontal interactions across functions
to develop a feeling of empowerment and commitment
[38] among multi-skilled employees. To Rumelt [39] a
result of individual initiative and mutual cooperation can
protect organization from the structural limitation, global
competition, market risk and technological innovation
competition and shorter product or service life cycles on
their products or services.
We observed in Appendix 1, companies 1, 10 and 11
classified as Planning systematic proposition. These
SMET analyses the external set of forecasts made about
future conditions an internal environment by the study of
strengths and weakness, to be able to control the environment. The process of evaluation are based on returnon-investment, competitive strategy valuation and risk
analysis. It lends themselves to development those strategies and to reduce internal ambiguity [39]. The employee’s commitment to achieve strategic planning goals
is important issue to the SMET managers. Surveys to
IB
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analysing the scope and focus of the external course are
done to integrate and to provide better service, and to
support strong and visionary leadership.
Companies 4 and 13 can be described as Position proposition, because the main role is market domain where
resources are concentrated with a root strategy [40]. The
strategic planning is composed by three stages: formulation, implementation, and control. The managers learn
with their internal reflection of their past decisions (right
and wrong). Particularly useful in early stage of strategy
development, when date must be analysed, those companies survey customers through marketing research. Regarding the activities of the competition they are also
monitored through their Web sites, newspapers and
magazines. Their suppliers also undergo an assessment,
through experimentation of services and/or products for a
certain time. Companies 2, 3, 7 and 9 are target as Pattern proposition. Strategy promotes action coordination,
focus on SMET direct effort emerges from past organizational behaviour to improvise actions to support the strategic intent. The managers have fear to promote new
strategies, focuses on short term results. Companies 5, 6
and 8 can be described as Perspective systematic proposition. SMET culture encourages innovation from employees. Managers conduct a strategic planning, based on
SWOT analysis, with an interconnect relationship with
employees and stakeholders. The leadership is more democratic, internal and external information are used to
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improve SMET performance. And company 12 described
as Ploy systematic, because the strategic planning takes
into the direct competition, where threats and various
other manoeuvres are employed to gain advantage.
These results demonstrate that each perspective can be
used to structure theoretical arguments that explain significant levels of variation SMET strategic performance.

5. Discussion
The findings suggest that in the context of strategic planning, assumptions on managers’ behaviour, network position, and the sequence of learning processes need to be
considered. It enriches the theoretical knowledge on relationships between learning processes, strategic, new
ideas, innovation, skills of managers and employees commitment. In order to explain how the necessary knowledge for strategic innovation is need, SMET must provide an understanding of how learning processes and
combinative capabilities contribute to develop the strategic planning. The Management Capabilities influence the
SMET Performance though internal and external important capabilities as showed in Figure 1. While the enterprise performance can be measured by various results: 1)
financial; 2) human resource (employees and SMET managers); 3) organisational effectiveness. However, Enterprise Performance is a perceived out-come of customer
satisfaction, determined by the adequate use of SMET resources.

Figure 1. Propositions of the SMET strategic planning.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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In the Figure 1 we observed three propositions of the
SMET strategic planning, its effects refer to constraints
which are necessary for taking advantage of the exploratory learning processes. A strong formalisation of knowledge sharing of problem-solving needs higher cognitive
diversity, and horizontally decision-making authority. A
number of factors affect the firm competes in a fast-cycle
market. Few of today’s firms have been able to achieve
an effective balance between internal and external information. Effective analyses of external (emerging trends
in the technological, socio cultural, economic, political/
legal, demographic, and global arenas in which the firm
competes) and internal environments are the foundation
for discovering an ideal balance. Each firm has unique
resources and capabilities, and different customers. The
information drifted from them explain how and when
SMET can do a service or product with their scarce resources. Based on the above discussion, we offer the first
proposition: Proposition 1. Strategy must understand the
internal and external information.
SMET should incorporate in their strategies, the sustainable development in two competitive ways. First, by
altering the price structure of more efficient and flexible
strategic actions [41] and second by enabling the creation
of better IT services of greater quality. From this point of
view, SMET should concentrate in the incentive schemes,
to encourage skilled individuals to link their effort and
compensation [23,42]. We believe that incentives will
increase the ability of SMET to engage its members in
innovative strategic actions. The exploration occurs when
integrates diverse knowledge with existing knowledge
stocks of their members, the staff skills would guide
them to act in a sustainable way [38]. But, values cannot
be imposed top-down, should emerge from the SMET
staff. Hansen [43] believes that knowledge and culture
can be shared to establishing a common language.
Therefore, Proposition 2: decreasing centrality in the
network position prompt the strategic planning. According to Mookherjee [44] decentralization of authority enhances the potential effectiveness of a firm’s exploration
behaviours in that it makes it possible for the firm to
examine a relatively large number of potentially attractive opportunities. Spreading power of making decision
to the lower SMET levels. It will be possible for organizations to implement quickly and efficiently decisions;
also minimizes the need for extensive tools to the internal
communication.
SMET practices adapting internal requires an array of
newness in the form of innovations to prompt the strategic planning. Absorbing new knowledge to which the
firm gains access while exploitation new strategic actions.
Consequently, will be difficult for competitors to imitate
SMET’ new ideas. Under such conditions, learning procCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

esses are preceded by an assimilation of the newly acquired knowledge. It continues internal with the staff
interacts from combinative capabilities of SMET members. SMET members capabilities and aspirations transforming their knowledge in strategic actions. Furthermore, this factor supports the Proposition 3: Learning
organization contributes significantly to strategic planning. People continually expand their capacity together
to create the results while they expansive patterns of
thinking. SMET need to discover how to tap people’s
commitment and capacity to learn [45]. The strategy
needs all organizational functions developed in effective
and integrated way [42]. Nonaka [46] recommended the
use of metaphors and organizational redundancy to encourage dialogue to understand new ideas.
The key reasons for strategic planning, described in
Figure 2, have success include managers and employees
with significantly correlated with job satisfaction, effective leadership [47], support from the SMET employees,
understand the customer’s changes requirements [48], the
organizational size, complexity and resource constraints
[49] and effective communication.
Those propositions of this study describes success and
failure of strategic planning with the attitudes and perspectives of manager, and their potential to better understand SMET structure, culture and organizational resource constraints.
Therefore, the implementation of strategic planning
has key strengths, such as: improves communication;
promotes a collective awareness; increases the ability to
take managerial decisions; improves the delegation of
tasks; guides internal improvement programs; improves
the relationship of the organisation with employees, improves the organisation’s relationship with the market;
and prompts a company’s future vision.

6. Conclusions
The discussions of SMET companies, management’s
comments and responses, revealed new [14] information
which was incorporated in Mintzberg view. As the intersection between strategic management’s focus on exploiting competitive advantages and manager’s to SMET
efforts to outperform competitors [36,48]. In this way an
approach for each manager cognitive style can be developed by typically working through three steps: 1) behaviour to explore for opportunities, we believe that strategic
planning captures a set of organizational actions with the
capacity, training, and organisational learning contribute
exchange of vision; 2) negotiate agreement; and 3) negotiate trust. “It involves individual cognition and social
interaction, cooperation as well as conflict and all of this
must be in response to what can be a demanding environment”, according to Mintzberg [7,14,36]. This allows
IB
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Figure 2. SMET organisational strategy performance model.

an assessment of whether or not there is a viable alignment between the mutual interests of SMET members.
The process of strategic support requires constant effort
and the search for agreement on the innovation applies to
both internal and external people.
The practical implications of our findings can be viable to managerial recommendations for determining the
relative importance of learning processes and combinative capabilities for SMET develop the strategic planning.
The frequency with which it is performed or reviewed
guarantees the market barriers that may arise suddenly or
can stand out and make a contingency, achieving a competitive advantage that ensures success for organisations.
But, the most of routine activities are performed by managers, it reduces their time to plan strategic actions
Managers should become aware of the fact that strategic results need a good coordination capability through
enhancing participation in decision-processes, and increasing internal communication. And, connectedness to
different external knowledge sources from their stakeholders.
Despite the managerial and theoretical implications,
this study has some limitations. As with any qualitative
research, we cannot ensure complete observation of 13
SMET, just on the phenomenon studied [50]. The first
limitation is the individual response can represent the
deliberate firm-level situations, due to the self-selection
behaviours, emerging from the fact that not all firms are
perfectly free to do their knowledge management and
human resource practices choices given the particular
contingencies they face [51]. To alleviate this problem,
this study asks the executives who are familiar with the
topic to complete the questionnaire.
We used only qualitative measures to capture three
propositions of SMET strategic planning. Such qualitaCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

tive measures may be subject to research bias. Future
research should, therefore, develop more quantifiable
measures for testing our findings through quantitative
data. The last limitation is the use of a cross-sectional
research design. We chose the 13 cases for reasons of
appropriateness, rather than of representativeness [52].
We provided a rich description of these 13 cases of studies which other researchers and managers can evaluate
the SMET managerial contexts. Future research might
using longitudinal design to drawing causal inferences.
To conclude, human resources are valuable assets for
firms desiring to achieve superior innovation and sustainable competitive advantages. The viewpoints of this
study highlight the crucial importance of the knowledge
management capacity when examining the relationship
between strategic practices and innovation performance.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. SMET Mintzberg’s 5Ps Strategy.
5 P’s

Plan

Case study

Culture

Management

Identification principles and
1, 10, 11 general laws to explain the Deal with a situation
organization’ working

Getting information

Access ploys to outwit Collective bargaining
rivals and SMET threats
with a managerial
in a competitive
rights and
bargaining
workplace

Position

4, 13

Emphasizes the ideas,
values, norms, beliefs
as the core of what people
have to conduct
their effort

Pattern

2, 3, 7, 9

Way of doing things

Perspective

5, 6, 8

Each member has
its own pattern of
thinking, acting and
feeling according their
stock of knowledge

SMET manager’s
mental frame
character strategies

Ways of acting and
responding by observing
stakeholder strategizing

Play or
Ploy

12

Way of doing things
of assigning
short-term strategy

Manoeuvre intended to
outwit a competitor

Decrease the price of
their products to
destabilize competitors

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

n-person games or
many players do
lead their effort

Employees relation

Innovation

Standard ways of
thinking

Informal communicate
Avoid competition, use
Ad hoc approach to to prompt new ideas to
internal and external
employment relations protect their SMET
environment information
position

Manager imposes the
Manager take control
Encompasses the resulting
consistency of behaviour
over employment
consistency behaviour
labelling it strategy
relations

Multi-employees
bargaining

Standard ways of
thinking according
with SMET
performance
Seeks understand and
share new ideas
collectively

Skilful member
Manager
performance
may use ploy
to carry out the threat strategies as threats
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